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Dream? ..
Well, you dream about something ?
Nah ... I do not dream .
I do love myself !
And their error , and their ...
Cons .
And for that you hate ?
Stubborn .
I am very stubborn. Harmful .
When I started smoking ?
In the first class ...
And to drink ?
Drink? ..
Yes I do not remember ...
And when ... excuse the expression , we " give in "
We have somehow behave uninhibited .
Well, the more room you feel when you drink .
Nothing to think once you become stupid .
A relaxing ? ..
I relax when I'm ...
For some reason people may be , goes fishing - relaxing
it is important not fish, but the process itself .
Just maybe here ...
Well? .. Wanted naturally drink
We must get money .
Send "on the matter ."
Everything!
On what ?
After pay drunken " shaken " .
Left - all mood Gallant something - go "on the matter ."
I have a lot of things , all sorts of affairs was .
Drives were ?
Yes.
And the parents ?
When we found out - said that " you did win it " ...
Swag I never brought home because the mother was screaming
" What are you talking about the wrong things home , then-se ... "
Then I was still small.
And where are you hiding them ?
And we have someone in the apartment, whose mother ... did not say anything
.
Man hit ?
I can not.
For what?
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Even just can not.
I could ...
For what?
Because , even though I was just angry .
In the eyes give?
Dame ...
And get fun ?
Yeah ...
Watching - who give .
If - who hates me , that's why I get pleasure .
What is a " good man "?
Well , my good man ... How ? well ...
How do you say ...
Not that good , but ...
How to say it ...
Now I think ...
Compassion - it's all ...
I can not even say that such kindness .
I do not know !
Good people ? ..
Well, this is a man who ... I do not know ...
It just can not convey.
Good ...
After all, it w ... so hard to be good ...
Really good !
Islands ! Vova !
Here , please.
Sit down.
And no one else ?
Antonov promised.
Do you have questions to the defendant ?
No.
And you?
No.
You have protection , have questions?
No, I have not.
Attorney , there are questions to the defendant ?
I have some questions to the defendant .
Kireev tell - you deliberately climbed on another's pockets ?
And how much you me pockets " sew "?
Shut up , shut up !
But you understand that you got into someone else's pocket ?
I accidentally .
So Kireev, does not happen. You are caught red-handed by the hand .
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Just think, three ! .. Treshka damn ...
Not treshka and four rubles !
After the victim lives on the money two days!
After all, it is like a hungry take a piece of bread !
I did not know .
Excuse me .
I have a question .
Tell Kireev, if you had earlier arrested by the police for theft ?
No.
Why did you lie, Kireev ?
I do not lie .
And who under the guise of collecting waste paper blew out of the apartment
jar of jam and a book ?
I - read ...
And who stole from the study of biology microscope?
I returned the microscope .
He was found in thee !
You do not have time to sell it !
Otherwise, your father would have to pay for the stolen microscope .
Hmm ... fled ! .. Pay it you wait! ..
You do not hem , Kira.
Do you feel like there parent meeting : scold - released.
Daring , lying, anything you do not repent .
And we want to understand that you pushed for these heinous acts.
Can I ? ..
Stand up, please! Introduce yourself .
I - Pavel Antonov , head of the labor camp sports .
Pavel , come closer .
Please !
I know Kireyeva since last winter .
This is our new practice
we have worked with them in the city , and took them on summer nature
working in one of the suburban farms.
Dear Judge , Kireev deserves severe punishment .
However , I would like you to know that
silent about what he and his sister Kireev Margarita .
And they are silent because they are embarrassed to some details of his
life.
Here you here talking about jam jar , and I always remember a case ...
In general , it was in the classroom section , I drew attention to the fact
that he
not disguise , as do the other guys .
As it should be in the classroom in the sports section .
I walked over , reprimanded him and he ...
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He was very offended , and month did not go to the club.
Then I learned that he had no pants.
You know - this boy ...
No elementary cowards !
And these kids ...
They never knew what parental affection or care .
They have no mother.
They live with her father , it's ...
This The three friends , brutalized people.
He spends on drink his pay , and the two live on scholarship
Margarita which brings out the PTU !
Look at him !
He's fifteen years old!
You give him fifteen years? ..
He did not physically developed , but it is - it remedied .
Even worse is the case with his spiritual development , he does not read
books.
She is a student learns ... barely ...
He was not allowed in a decent home, so he did not ruin the good boys
and therefore the only place where he feels a man - that gateway !
Many times they spent the night with a margarita in my club
because the father brings home companions and casual women .
I can say good things about his pupil KIREEVA ? ..
He was ashamed .
He was ashamed of himself , his sister , and even his father !
This means - he has a conscience !
I guarantee that in his life he did not drink a drop of alcohol .
I ask to give us Kireyeva bail .
I promise - it amends .
Questions ?
No.
Attorney ?
No, everything is clear.
Are there any questions ?
Are you sure?
No.
Pavel , you said " I can vouch ."
Can you imagine that ...
as guarantor , you are known responsibility?
The most important thing for me in this case ,
if I'm wrong - I would be very humanly ...
very bitter .
But I think ...
I think it will not happen .
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I have no questions .
You are given the last word , Kira.
Stand up, please.
Stand Kireev !
Court gives you the last word ! Clear ? ..
Give less ...
You repent ?
Yes.
The Court shall retire to deliberate for sentencing.
Stand up! Trial Begins !
Stand up! Trial Begins !
The name of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic
People's Court sentenced :
Kireyeva Vladimir Ivanovich found guilty under Article 144 , the first part
of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation ,
and sentenced him - two years imprisonment ...
Bastards, given how long ! ..
Shut up !
On the basis of article 46 approx Russian Criminal Code ,
provide Kireev reprieves for one year .
Preventive measure Kireev - detention - cancel
relieving him in the courtroom .
Vova ! ..
Pavel !
Can I have a minute?
Pasha ...
Pasha !
Similarly Antonov !
Well , you learn ?
Wait, wait ...
Remembered the old devil !
Wow!
Come here!
Here , boys - it Antonov ! With him, we were together for the team.
Yours?
My ...
I'm taking on zonal !
Good guys .
So maybe go sit down ?
I can not.
What?
Wake up !
Volodya !
What - is yours?
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My .
So big!
Looks like !
Vasily , so we go ? ..
Well , I am now ! .. Go !
Well, where are you going ?
To work.
To work?
Why are you lying then? ..
Dacha , garden, kitchen garden ?
Sports- labor camp.
So that it is true that because of this you punks threw sport ? ..
Threw .
Long ?
First year.
Who?
Tutor.
You 'd throw it all ! .
Well :
Well - the creek !
Word - a creek with grass and frogs.
Undignified , pathetic - you know? ..
Do you - a diploma, you - the master, champion of society ...
Want - arrange coach ?
Vasily , soup is getting cold !
Go - go , now !
Well, in general, the Pasha - think .
What I 'm offering you - this I can .
What do you " rysishsya "? Drums off!
Offbeat you ! ..
With such data , like you, I would ...
Well, you want to call , my phone you have.
Well - back !
I said - back !
Here I am !
How crawled and crept !
Well wait!
Surname ?
You know.
Not "you" and "you " !
You know !
Not "you" and "you " I told you !
Surname ?
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Shmyryov !
Well, Shmyryov , Confess !
Confess that ? ..
Confess that he did in the tent that ?
Searching for cigarettes.
Found ?
No, not found !
A not found ! .. From what unit ?
I went ...
I'll now " go " !
Well answer quickly !
What?
Detachment from what "what?" ...
"Slavs " .
About what I was doing in the tent , reported to his commander - say he was
looking for a smoke.
"Slavs " ... And now - get out of here!
Compote you?
Come on .
Himself had prepared !
Well - no one gets sick ?
We Pasha , another PE .
What?
Hares Rublev expelled .
Really?
Uh-huh ...
Chocks ! ..
Let's stronger!
I called the horse ...
Let me here !
Once again I see - be bad !
I found my horse .
Took so rushed white road
net horseshoe ringing .
Again ? ..
Will fly my horse
bird po-nad river.
Go ...
Will play mane swept I have it so .
On arrival , Pasha !
And this, by the way - a decent record !
You here of the Executive Committee called.
Oleg , who drove Rublev and Zaitsev ?
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Council officers. I insisted .
We agreed - no one from the camp to chase .
Vodka , Pasha !
So - let drink anywhere , not only with us !
Where are they?
In the city , I think.
Tomorrow you will go and bring back them .
Because of these ... You're putting me in a stupid situation !
My friends, let each of us to think about how good deed ,
which he made on this day.
Think !
State Farm will meet us ,
but it would be good to play them in the House of Culture , at a dance .
Victor ? ..
Well - play !
Well , that's all clear. Let us listen to the commander , "Vanguard" .
Detachment worked haymaker zaskirdovali about three tons of hay ,
sanitary condition of the tents - excellent, not guilty .
How many points accrue "Vanguard" ?
Two .
Well, what are you - stupid or what? ..
Just think - hay naskirdovali ...
Listen, you would try to work in the sun ...
Quiet, quiet , quiet ...
Two points - of course, not enough.
I suggest - two hundred and fifty .
Agreed.
Normally.
Listen " Spartans ."
" Spartans " , not sparing the stomach ,
with great enthusiasm to work hard unloading wagons with chemicals.
Achieved a record result : unloaded sixty tons.
What sixty tons, yap ? ..
Only fifteen !
Again lying?
Something you at the station was not, Oleg Pavlovich !
As it is " not" ? I was at the station , invoice seen!
Just fifteen they unloaded Pasha .
Opinions ?
For a lie - a fine fifty points !
Listen " Slavs " .
Squad ...
Oh , I forgot , this is the ... At the station , there was written on the
car , " 60 tons " .
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Okay, okay , sit down , you know, and shut up , well, you ...
The next time sovresh - Remove more still - two points.
Squad worked on ... Racked barn .
Shipped six bodies brick.
What a dismal ?
What can we celebrate something , Pasha ?
While you were on a haymaker us for Zaitsev Rublev removed with a thousand
points
thousand , not fifty !
Yeah ... You certainly thought - you kiss on the forehead ! .
Go ahead.
Guilty ... There !
Shmyryov then groped about to smoke - I ordered him to coach in the wash
water .
Sanitary condition of the tents - good.
Opinions ?
Two .
Belousov , do not tell me that he went for crabs !
Who's there by the fire - Zaitsev Rublev ?
No, just having a rest .
And -and-and ...
Such a fan of solitary walks !
" Six " on them ?
Six Who then?
Komarov was distilled ? Doing everything ordered that - not, perhaps, eh?
Of course not!
Not so ? Oh, not so! ..
Take the bowl and let out!
Forever bind ...
I do not understand - where did I put twenty gallons of gasoline ? ..
Do not worry, I petrol " closed " , there is still a canister .
Yes ! - What do we do with Zaitsev and Rublev ?
What to do? - Tomorrow I will go , will visit them .
I was sure that they're in town ...
What do they do in the city if all friends - here ?
Y-yes ... About Belousov !
Mother returned from prison , sent a letter
Requests to return to the city.
And he ... T- ssss ! ..
What wrapper shastaet there ?
Shmyryov !
Come here!
Water gets in ?
Inflicted .
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Scat in the tent.
And you, Pasha , they - " in a board !"
Anyone can say " wrapper " - and nothing!
I tried in this spirit ! ..
What did you have in psychology ?
Psychology , will not believe - "excellent" !
About working with difficult teenagers ...
Psychology is not about to allow them to " poke "
you excuse me , Pasha ...
You know , man,
each boy , in my opinion , should be the man to whom he could say "you" .
Well, if it is the father . And if not ?
It is primitive . Should look further .
I did not finish pedagogical universities , the old man , so here ...
I think. Excuse me, please.
Pasha , you know - their life must be taught life! And so it is - a
difficult thing !
It is necessary that the men they were! Strong will!
Could stand up for themselves , for a girl ! And they are ? ..
Syusyukanem you doing with them !
I told you - give me a squad !
So you are not given to me - bound hand !
I see that one of them received after the camp !
God forbid, that at least three of them came out a real man !
Your mistake , Oleg , that you teach them all the time , and they should be
...
Gotta love them !
For what I love them 's got ? ..
Oh, do not love you , Lord! ..
For a start ... Do not hide belongings in the safe.
Stay naked !
Come on, Oleg , better think that we made useful in this day ?
Oh, tired ...
Equaled! Attention!
Listen to my order :
"Vanguard" - weeding beets, field number three !
Again beet ...
" Spartans " - weeding beets, field number five !
A car will be ?
Auto - feet walk !
Put aside talk !
"Slavs " - coming to break the barn , the machine at the checkpoint , I'm
going with you!
Right !
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Forward, march!
Begin to sing the song !
Something my long cast bullet ,
something my will hide - consuming .
Catch me , catch me me
yes face in the grass dropped me !
Belousov !
Soothe sadness, affix ,
bullet hot, hot bullet .
Go-go , then stood up , then?
I ask God where her road
I ask the devil , I il touchy ?
Catch me , catch me me ...
Zaitseva afraid?
Come on , Pasha, he - my friend.
Who?
He is.
Hares ?
Yes ...
In general , I 'll tie the boat and oars - I .
Mother came - you know?
I know.
Do not want to see her?
I do not.
Get ready - you go to the city.
Do not go!
Necessary, Sasha!
And - to work ?
Well - about work ...
Somehow dispense ...
Undress !
Why?
Will beat !
In the water - alive!
Bunny , what to eat , what shall we do?
Aw, hell ...
Paracha ! ..
Worked his favor before the " Slavs " - return to camp!
On each - four rules of dead wood !
Fold on the shore !
A few days later will visit !
Sasha , his mother is waiting !
Do not miss ?
Do you think tomorrow will come ?
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And - again! And - again! And - again!
Up, up , up! ..
Again!
One more time !
Come on, guys!
My friends, let each of us to think about how good deed ,
which he has made today .
Or useful act.
Tense !
Belousov !
Congratulations on your birthday , Sasha !
Take candy , baby!
Here, take this !
Shmyryov !
Congratulations on your birthday , Bob !
Give the candy man!
Today we have another birthday .
Oleg Pavlovich !
To bread?
Come here ...
How I wandered ,
how many wheels ,
worn out shoes as a gift !
Just not met
those who used just
mending shoes for nothing bums !
I was very lucky with the calendar !
We always vagrants , imagine the number of red !
Disk of the sun is red at sunset ,
output means , imagine tomorrow I !
I Pourciau his shirt
of nettle leaf.
The body did not sweat , do not itch ever!
Gosling is the nurse !
Wherever wandered
Wherever traveled about
All rain cape worn on the shoulders !
Eat, eat !
Just not met
Along the way I
those who used the gift nightingale sang better !
Where to put your house - not decided yet ,
Well give me the number of times talking about! ..
Only he will be present, even without the castle !
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Will be in the house blaze hearth.
But where you really imagine a door without a key yes ?
Borya Zaytsevy came prigonyat boat .
I sewed his shirt ...
I 'll be right back ...
Of nettle leaf ... !
The body did not sweat , do not itch ever!
Alex !
Hello! And you're here!
To his mom want !
Oh, my little !
What is it? Huh?
Yes , let's go ...
We checked !
Verifier ...
Oh, rose , well done!
Pavel , what you like, but I did not romantic in this find .
Well, shut up !
You do not ask !
What's the romance ? ..
Hares !
Son, hey!
And where are they , anyway?
Working.
Well work? Day off !
Shut up !
Shut up!
Shut up !
Do not yell at me!
And I say - shut up !
But mosquitoes here , if the rain ? ..
I ask - what if the rain?
And you, in general, long are you going to keep them here ?
And we do not keep anyone here .
Is it? ..
Uh-huh ...
You can pick your even today .
In any case !
We - vacation, by the way!
Do you leave ?
Here, take it and educate !
Far be it !
When the boat to send?
Two hours later , please.
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Be kind , in an hour!
Y-yes ! ..
Son! ..
Damn ! ..
Keep your head ! ..
Attention!
Shot through the head with an emphasis feet in the stomach !
Hip throw !
Shot through the back with the capture of two hands !
So ... Bow !
Thank you!
And now I would like to say a few words about acrobatics - the oldest ,
most beautiful sport and the arts,
unfortunately, today largely forgotten .
To begin, I would like to say that most terms of acrobatics
come to us from Italian and German .
Famous gymnastic school Turner !
So somersaults ! Salto - " jump" , mortale - "death " !
Forver - shpruh - leap forward!
Good ! More ! Do it!
Forver - "forward" shpruh - " jump"
Comf - shpruh - jump to the head !
Started !
Do it!
Even faster!
Warning - flick - flick !
Flick - flick - simple sound combination !
Up !
And now - a particularly dangerous room - "column" !
Look!
Yes, I see ...
Hold it! ..
Wake up you are! ..
Up !
Born to crawl - can not fly ! ..
Our falcon soars !
At their feet tangled ! ..
Did not work! ..
Sailed sticks in something ...
Head!
Of course! Let me help you .
Sometimes the uptake !
Hear that? ..
Bunny ! ..
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Attention! ..
Good ! Shoot!
Look! ..
About - Kral !
Closer, closer - good!
Turn around , turn around !
Freeze!
Cut!
Say cheese !
Kostik ! ..
What's up, guys?
That - there was no other place ?
Give me jeans.
Hands !
Kostya , do not!
Get back!
Get out!
Guys, do not!
Now you have me tried and tested , the photographer !
Neat ! ..
Kostya !
Go !
What a pretty girl !
Pat me!
I must say " Andryushenka " !
Come on - Carry , alive !
Well ! Faster!
Pat me!
No! Kostya !
Where ? Then drag a log !
Kostya !
Let me go !
Where ?
Guys, I beg you , please, well, do not ! .. I beg of you ! ..
Yes, you go ! ..
Gad !
Where are you going ?
Let me go, let me go !
What are you doing ?
Bastard !
Well, where are you?
What's this? Oh my God !
Help!
Do not go there , you fool!
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Andrew!
Let me go !
Bunny , stand from under !
Andrew!
Your parents !
Damn ! ..
I like that you are not mad about me .
I like that I'm not sick of you.
What ever the heavy ball Earth
Do not drift away beneath our feet .
I like that you can be funny ,
licentious ,
and do not play with words ,
and not blush suffocating wave ,
lightly touched sleeves .
Thank you and heart and hand ,
for what you have , not knowing themselves ,
so enjoy !
For my night's rest ,
for rare meetings in the hour of sunset ,
for our negulyane under the moon, the sun is not in over our heads .
For the fact that you are sick , alas - not me.
For the fact that I - alas, not you sick .
Sasha , you would throw smoke! ..
'll Tie ...
And then - what is it ?
Yes throw , throw ! ..
Throw ? Well, well ...
You throw ...
And what mom does not come?
Yes she is drinking again , you know ...
I like ... you're sick of me not ...
sick ... I do not like you! ..
What ... never heavy globe ...
Dancing ! Dancing ! Dancing !
What I sent in an envelope - do not let my mother to read!
Only after my death you could post .
Let the letter in an envelope , let the letter in an envelope ,
flies across the sky , the sky flies!
Rain or shine, rain or shine
Meet along the way!
There you will find my confession
and wax seal .
Dancing ! ..
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Well if there is nothing to tell me Can not respond .
Asked to dance ?
And what you do not dance?
And you?
Well, enough, enough ...
Well enough to roar something!
On - hold on.
Hold -hold !
And so do ...
Hey , that's enough !
Enough! Do not!
Cover the machine !
Come on , shut up !
I met you ... ...
Running-working ... ...
Plane you want? A tractor ?
Nope.
What do you want ?
Hey ! On !
Oh, thank you !
Hold it!
No-no - no ! ..
Yes beriberi , though the whole pack ! I suppose you buy something that is
not on ?
How do we ? ..
Well, what you're a man , even if for smokes can not earn ?
And you can always earn !
The guy you're healthy ! In the army soon?
Autumn.
A name is what?
Boris .
And I - Sergey G. .
I know .
Location ? Like, not at the same table sat ? ..
And you want - sit ?
Us - three .
I do not care ! We now then the body slowly I reset.
And then - sit down, and - half a tin .
Yes, we do " for so" we'll do.
For " beautiful eyes "?
What does he want from us ?
Whose is this ? This Rimmkiny for what?
Yes ...
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Well, what about Rimmki . If that - you look close .
Strangled - understand ?
Uh, guys - handles more careful !
Well you will beat me bricks !
Hey , on the body - go here , need to talk !
Boris, do not go!
Boris, do not go there - they beat you !
Come on.
Boris !
Come on, do not be afraid .
Is that you , with Rimmkoy walked ?
Oh, you bastards! Bastards ! On , take it !
Kireev , throw a brick !
Throw a brick, I tell you!
Throw a brick !
You will plant , go away!
I'll kill them ! All for one !
Kireyev go - plant!
And , you bastards - on , take it !
Let's say , work quickly got up !
Well what Shmyryov the police took ?
Well, then, do you think the fight - not a cause ?
And who is to blame ? Who started it ?
I do not know .
Unfair Oleg Pavlovich .
Just that - so just take our .
Enough talk ! Stood up - and quickly work!
In general , so ... Quiet , guys!
While Shmyryov not released , we will not work .
That you , Commander, little penalties ?
We spit on your penalty points !
So this:
I order you to quickly get up and running !
We spit on your orders !
What did you say ? Repeat !
We spit on your orders !
What? ..
Wait ... wait ...
Quiet guys .
Still have time .
Pasha !
Village attacked Shmyryov , and beat him ...
Calmer , quieter ..
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One came and called to the side and around the corner - the
Shmyryov and village sitting in the police.
Where sitting in the police something - in the village , or
In the village !
History ...
And we refused to work ! ..
And no one works ?
No! ..
Where ? What happened?
Shmyryov of police rescue !
Dinner! Dinner! Dinner!
Pasha , I'm sorry ...
Get out of here !
Alive!
Pasha ...
Pasha ! ..
Forgive us ! ..
I'm sorry ...
Who "sorry "?
You? Or you?
You? Or you? Do you remember who you were ?
Look into my eyes !
Do you remember how you one year ago I was lying in her lap
sorry "?
" Pasha , was rescued ! " Bastard !
Look in your eyes !
Or do you ? Do you remember how much I'm with you babysit ?
How we met - you remember ?
Memory otshiblo ?
But with this mug !
But with such big hands !
You stole candy store!
And you, my dear ? ..
Look in your eyes !
From what I shit you pulled ? ..
Who else recall ? ..
Brick machine pushed ! ..
Sold for a bottle of vodka !
A pack of cigarettes , ugh !
Difficult ! .. Found myself a cushy job !
Bread stomp ! And you know what bread ? ..
Parasites !
You planted it ? You know the price of it ?
Look in your eyes !
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whole Caudle !
what?

, " Pasha , I'm

No ?

Look in your eyes !
What are the benefits you can bring to the country , what ? .
In the eyes !
Animals ! ..
Pasha , well, sorry, Pasha ...
Honestly , Pasha, oh please ...
I do not forgive you !
Pasha , I heard everything.
Good for you !
These five people spoil everything.
Pasha , you finally got it .
Pasha , that they suffer ...
They should be sent to hell in the zone !
Pasha , it's a criminal case !
Without them, life will go better!
You guessed correctly , Pasha, they, you know - they all do !
I'll get them , Pasha, now !
Hold it!
This should be done now will be too late !
I said - back !
What are you, Pasha ? ..
You have to file " on their own " ...
Okay ... So, yes ? ..
Well, if so - I give .
Well , Pasha, that's not all !
It will be worse , Pasha ! Worse!
I galoshes and not commander! ..
Chocks we all !
And you do shut up, asshole!
Well guys , until we were dispersed to hell , I propose to finish with a
barn .
To work above all .
But without the nix , and so that Pasha did not hear anything .
Well, everything calmed down !
Where are we going ?
At the barn - stick ! Pasha - no sound !
Hurts ...
What? ..
Hurts! .. Appendicitis seems !
What are you kidding me?
What is there! ..
Pasha hither ! Pasha hither !
Yes Pasha hither !
Wait for me!
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Pash ! Pasha !
Pasha !
Well, how is it? ..
Come on! ..
Andrew ... Where is he?
I do not know ...
Andrew! Bunny !
Ruble! Come here !
Wait, you say , where ?
Where to go?
Topal , stomp !
Well you gave me! Where ? Hold it!
Pasha ! He betrayed me ! In the mud trampled !
Bastard !
I 'll kill you! Pyrnu somewhere!
Drink throw ! Drop everything ! I'm sorry!
Pasha , I'm sorry !
I will not again , everyone! Tied !
I gave up with it!
CYCLE " SITUATION "
At this time - the life of one young man.
His name is Alexander Fedorov , shortly after the transfer , he wrote a
letter
we met, and it seemed to me that everything that happened to him in life,
is of great interest to a wide audience.
What led you to write me a letter ?
When I saw it all here ... kid on the screen,
when he saw the foolishness they toil ...
First of all - who does that?
Believe as I once believed that all goes quiet
that no one will ever know - a sense of impunity .
First of all I feel sorry for them was , well then ...
Maybe someone at least for my bitter experience ...
Stop ... From what does.
I want them to bring themselves to themselves , you know? Return to people
.
Well, you know , after all, something generally ...
Must be able to stir up their civic sense , to awaken the heart , you know?
..
What does it mean to "wake up the heart "?
I understand that " their best to stir up feelings" , but - how?
I would like , for example, that person suddenly felt ashamed by itself ,
to himself , not because I 'm here next , or some kind of a strict uncle
another ...
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And now, my eyes happened , I can tell you exactly say
I can call you examples ... I do not know ... Ten !
When a person in twenty years ...
In twenty years, first became ashamed of myself, believe me? ..
Well, what are you going to do with such as Zaitsev ?
Zaitsev - bastard .
But, you know , it is also necessary to awaken .
And while you budish him , he 'll do so much harm to you ! ..
For that you have condemned , at what age ?
I was fourteen years old, and ... charged :
" For his part in the robbery "
Fair accusation?
Yes, fair .
In what ways? What did you do ?
We , as a couple , so ... Second - my partner - he was thirteen years old,
stopped the woman and demanded money ...
Had a knife ?
Yes, with a knife.
Needed the money ?
No, rather than money , then somehow had such a desire , whether that ...
Well, childish ...
The desire of some risk , some adventure ...
What was the verdict ?
Two years ' imprisonment.
You are totally spent that time ?
Yes, completely .
You , when freed , were convinced that you will live a normal life ?
Of course, freed - I thought that with all done, that we should live a
normal life ...
And so ... And so it was ...
Do you think that with him on it?
Tied man .
Well, yes - tied ! What - just shot him? ..
Second Walker probably was ! By drunk !
Well, in general, the way it was .
Again began to meet with friends,
alcoholic drinks consumed - vodka and other ...
Well, where vodka - there it is - a crime.
Went on the little things ... Here, with pavilions ...
Then more - more .
So you had a series of crimes. And you were sentenced ...
For eight years in prison .
Strict regime , and .
Strict regime.
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How many years have you spent in the colony ?
Seven years.
Start a completely different life in what was decided to stay in the colony
?
Somewhere in the third year , maybe ...
Why did you come to this decision ?
Well, having lived there , you see the whole situation , everything that is
happening around
and these same "criminals " as they call themselves ,
they say one thing and do something else entirely.
They are talking about some kind of honor, saying that they have some
dignity
that if said - they will do , and they do quite differently .
What is this principle of " Chechev "?
" Man to Man - Wolf"
And the good wolf who - big teeth .
And who is trying to implement this principle into practice , especially
with minors ?
Those who have already passed more who already know this life ,
who have , therefore, seeks to subjugate someone , for his own benefit.
Man as soon as he arrives , young - crush !
That seeing all this meanness, all what they do among themselves ,
I internally as opposed to this, and so there I have chosen its own way ,
I decided this way: not as your - our , left-right , go, so if something is
chosen ,
then go for it straight.
You yourself believe that you never anything like this will not happen
again ?
Yes, I do .
So let's instead of any discussions , look better here this coinage .
She is one of the colony. This Sasha left me a souvenir.
Yes, on the back of the main thing on the back !
Show me! Gimme!
"I swear that more than - ever. Fedorov "
Guys, one more thing. These are the same questions that I asked you once .
There again - you can hit a man , huh?
And that is not you?
Get pleasure ?
Looking for that hit , but it is already something wrong ...
Well, it - too answer.
And then ... I once asked Volodya Kireyeva who he wants to be .
And he said to me ... Volodya , you can repeat here now ?
As Pasha !
For example, that you have food ?
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Earned , and then eat.
Comrades, why now to solve this problem ?
Well? ..
What ... will earn - and then eat ! ..
So , comrades , wait a minute , wait a minute !
I understand , I agree with you that the omissions in the work of the camp
commander was .
And we must understand . But the deal should carefully!
And probably not here , but directly in the camp.
Yes, of course ...
I have a suggestion :
appoint a visiting session of the Commission , to talk with the guys
see how they work, how they rest ,
then have to decide - who is to blame , to blame ,
who deserves and what punishment.
Do you mind ?
No ... No ...
Ludmila , I think you first need to resolve the issue with the new Deputy ,
and then to understand and to punish.
Of course ...
Right - right, this question should be solved now .
Natasha , from the Komsomol district committee which deals ?
We have two candidates in District Committee Danube or Kondakov .
You know them well ?
Better send both.
Yes , I agree , I agree with you ...
Well - Pavel Vasilyevich work
so then let's focus on these nominations .
No objections ?
Themselves and sort out ...
Natasha , then the week - the District Committee to comrades could get to
work.
All right.
Comrades, but with all the guys what to do?
Yes !
With what ?
With Shalaev , Onion ?
But to me ... You know - I do not have seats.
But still it is necessary. It is necessary because we leave them in the
city can not .
After all, they Zaitsev before the crime can be reached .
You still have to take them.
Have to take Comrade Antonov .
And where are they ?
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Spend please the boys .
So , a week - leaving ! I ask everyone to be on the spot!
Shalaev , Bows - please do go to the office !
I will not go !
Come on, go!
With parents ?
Until - without ...
I 'm not going to camp !
A - Bazanov ! Finally found !
Here , here , have a seat .
Great sixes ! How is life in slavery Zaitsev ?
Swim?
And you?
What did he teach you not ? .. Do a handstand ?
Yes, I on my feet something - barely ...
And you?
Can not ...
But Zaitsev - able! Maybe it is advantageous for you to be such here ...
hilenkie ?
Orders - you are ready to dig the earth !
Where is your self-esteem ?
Girl there ?
I do not !
You , nobody asks.
There's a girl ?
And this is - none of your business !
No you girls!
Who needs you , this here ?
And if you want - a month will swim , handstand - both ?
Dancing till the morning , football till you drop ! ..
Are you going? ..
From your home for a thousand miles , sleepless as caravan
flows through savannah river Okkervil almost unknown to you,
Steamers on it gradually buzzing cakes Indians scurrying .
And okkerviltsy , including children , that's a song they sing :
Once you have been here , we have , on Okkervil ...
Yes you stand , well ! Mail, guys!
Hold it! You!
Yes, that's - you!
Kireyev Kireev ! Kiruha !
So ... you will not need to buy a ticket , fly somewhere ,
No better place - you just got lucky .
Flamingos in the shallows shine wing , raising diamond dust .
Forget about the future , forget about the past - Okkervil hurry to visit !
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I do not write letters ! ..
Bite , you bastards ! ..
Hello , Vova !
I can not come to your birthday party , as promised - it is impossible .
Sorry I did not prepare a gift - I did not have time to do.
Life in general did not have time .
Vovk , stay near Antonova, obey him in everything.
Home - go! The house is no longer possible .
I've only got seven rubles find behind the counter .
Just in case, know this:
of relatives we have mother's cousin ,
Evstolia I. Maltsev , Aunt Tolia .
She lives in Saratov.
Acne Savitsky , he learns in our vocational school,
say that he was the most dear to me .
If he was surprised , then tell him to believe. It's true.
Live, Vovk , silently and cautiously.
Loving your sister Margaret .
Wow!
Hi ...
In the city , whether that nastropolilsya ? ..
At most times ! Then your sister - a little oak failed.
Gas poisoned ... And I won - from escaped.
Boring ...
Actually will live !
As " general" ?
Not at all , and in particular!
Fool can become ! Gas! ..
How do you know ?
So this is the whole house says your dad something ...
What father ?
Ugh , damn - wet jeans ... Mother me "Slavs " , then?
What father ?
What do you " Dad "? .. Brought to his " Haza " some whore ...
Mangy cat ... Four days buzzed - smoke yoke ...
She envied hair Margot , well, he took a pair of scissors , and - ...
What are you doing ? .. Revesz , or what?
Come on , live it will do nothing.
Everything! .. I 'll shoot him , a reptile !
In the face! ..
Cheers, got it!
Timeout !
Hold it! Hold it!
Look who's talking ! Hares !
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Gad ! .. I'll kill you !
Yes you wait ...
My friends! Let each of us think ...
What good he did on this day !
Absolutely right .
Bows ! Bazanov ! Eat !
Naydenov !
Congratulations on your birthday , Victor!
Kireev !
Kirei , where are you? ..
Where Kireev ?
Fishing Kireev ! ..
Dancing ! Dancing ! Dancing !
Dance come on!
Dancing ! Dancing ! Dancing !
Hooray !
Who took a rocket launcher ?
The last time I ask, who took a rocket launcher ?
I think I know !
Who? Speak!
Kireev !
Why he wants - a rocket launcher , then? ..
That he , in dad - will shoot from a finger or something? ..
Where he went - on a freeway or at the station ?
At the station , probably - the last train .
And maybe - on the highway, can - ride to go! ..
And you know something ?
At the station , I guess.
Well you had something not said ?
Nobody asked .
Idiot could guess before !
I called the horse,
my horse knew me ,
Took so rushed white road
net horseshoe ringing .
Will fly my horse
bird po-nad river.
Will play mane swept I have it so .
Adults so simple - all they know in advance .
Well , as a teenager - yet he grows up ...
Except ...
I do not want to use a whip - I will feel sorry for the horse .
If he thought the white road
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net horseshoe ring .
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